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									TERRAIN® | ECO
								

																	Paving the way to a sustainable future with recycled rubber flooring

																
								More 

							

						
							

								
									TERRAIN® | VULCAN
								

																	Solid, rugged and flexible flooring solutions made with 100% virgin rubber

																
								More 

							

						
							

								
									TERRAC™
								

																	The premium solution to the problem of noise transmission in multi-storied buildings.

																
								More 

							

						
							

								
									SEAMLESS FLOORING
								

																	New generation flooring without ridges or joints, our Seamless systems are installed on-site and provide a great mix of durability and aesthetics.

																
								More 

							

						
							

								
									OTHER FLOORING
								

																	Looking for resilient flooring solutions that don’t fall into any of our other product categories? Find them here.
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														Terrac Acoustic Rubber Underlays are the premium solution to
														the problem of noise transmission in multi-storied buildings
														Made from recycled rubber. Terrac is designed to dampen the
														sound of everything from foot traffic to audio, voices and more.
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						OFFICE FLOORING SOLUTIONS | TERRAIN® COMMERCIAL
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						TERRAIN® SPORT PRO | SPORTS FLOORING SOLUTIONS
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						TERRAIN® SPORT FIT | COMMERCIAL GYM FLOORING
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						TERRAIN® SPORT LITE | PLAYGROUND RUBBER FLOORING
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						TERRAIN® HOME | HOME GYM FLOORING
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						TERRAIN® ANIMAL & AGRI FARM FLOORING
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						TERRAIN® INDUSTRIAL FLOORING SOLUTIONS
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						FIRE RETARDANT

certified by
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						ANTI-FUNGAL

certified by
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						ANTI-UV

certified by
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						INTERNATIONAL

STANDARDS



						
							certified by ISO
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						SURFACING SAFETY

certified by
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						SLIP RESISTANCE

certified by
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						BUBBLE TOP

certified for

Deformability/Elasticity, Permanent Tread Load, Abrasion, Slip resistance, Acid resistance
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					We specialize in in various rubber tiles, rubber mats & technical rubber products, developed to the exact standards of international specifications. 

ISO 9001 Certified. ASTM Standards for test methods.				
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							 Urban Terrain Sport Equipments LLC, Office No. 605, Block A, Abraj-Hor Al Anz East, Dubai, UAE
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								+971 4 263 2332

								+971 55325 2253
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							inquiry@terrainfloorings.com
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